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Espresso machine
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Professional pressure pump 20 bar
Boiler heating method
Steam nozzle for frothing milk
SLIM design

 Professional 20 bar pressure pump –
thanks to a pressure of 20 bar, an

espresso with a rich aroma and a nut
colored crema is created
 Boiler heating method

 SLIM design
 Removable water tank with a 1.25 l

volume with a practical handle
 Short pre-steaming function

 Making milk foam using a rotating
steam nozzle

 Production of steam for heating liquids

 Heated top plate for preheating cups
 Space for extra large cups – remove

the drip tray for more space
 2 replaceable stainless steel

strainers/filters for 1 or 2 cups

 Extra stainless steel sieve for coffee
portioned in ESE pods

 Coffee measuring cup with tamping
area

 Filter lever / holder

 Anti-slip feet

 Rated voltage: 220–240 V~ 50–60 Hz

 Rated input power: 1250–1450 W
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Technical specification

Input power (W) 1450

Energy efficiency
class 75

Product specification

Inner capacity (l) -

Cooling down 20

Heating function 1.25

Power indicator light Yes

Cord storage Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Design

Colour Black/Stainless

Material Plastic/Stainless

Accessories

Power cord 2

Yes

155

311

312

3.3

Weight & dimensions
WIDTH (MM)

HEIGHT (MM)

LENGTH (MM)

WEIGHT (KG)

386

388

476

9.2

Weight & dimensions (Brutto)

WIDTH WITH PACKAGING (MM)

HEIGHT WITH PACKAGING (MM)

DEPTH WITH PACKAGING (MM)

WEIGHT WITH PACKAGING (KG)
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Excellent espresso in the comfort of home
You no longer have to leave the warmth of home for good coffee. You can easily prepare it yourself. Are you one
of the real coffee lovers and you can't imagine the morning and even all day without it? Reach for a good quality
coffee machine that can match the performance of profgessional machines.  

We are introducing the ECG ESP 20301 Black lever coffee machine. Real gourmets will appreciate it, those, who
do not want to just press a button and wait for what will flow. The ECG lever coffee machine is intended for coffee lovers who want to
participate in the entire process of its preparation and for whom this process is a real ritual.

Powerful lever coffee machine
The ECG coffee machine will impress you at first glance with its black design perfectly matched by the chrome
elements. The front part is then dominated by the main rotary selector and the necessary operation indicators. This
model will really stand out on your kitchen counter.  

However, appearance is not all. Professional pressure pump with a respectable pressure up to 20 bars is hidden
under the hood of the appliance. So you can be sure that the coffee will be exactly the way it suits you. And you don't
have to enjoy it by yourself. The coffee machine is equipped with an extra large removable water container with a volume of 1.25
litres. You can easily treat a larger number of visitors with coffee.

You can prepare everything from americano to cappuccino
You don't always feel like a classic espresso. You or your loved ones sometimes get a taste for another coffee
beveragfe as well. Even in this case, the ECG lever coffee machine will not leave you stranded. It also includes
rotating steam nozzle designed for frothing milk. There is nothing stopping you from making a cappuccino or
your favourite latte.  

However, this coffee machine can handle much more. It has a quick pre-brewing function and you will also find a special space for
heating the cups. A contact with the cold parts of a cup or glass could negatively affect the taste of coffee. The accessories also
include a stainless steel filter for the E.S.E. capsules (Easy Serving Espresso).  

And what can you prepare in the comfort of your home beside an espresso? Using the ECG ESP 20301 Black lever coffee machine,
you can easily handle a many coffee delicacies such as americano, cappuccino, ristretto or latte macchiato. Enjoy your coffee!
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